
SRIDAIVA Weekend 
Workshop

Introduction to the 
Bow-Spring 

System 

Berlin, 
July 10–12,

2015
with

Desi Springer & 
John Friend



In this 10-hour introductory weekend workshop to Sridaiva, students 
of all ages will:
• Learn an optimal Bowspring alignment, a universal dynamic postural template, created 

through an empowered attitude of a Radiant Heart, self-worth and positive energy.

• Learn to recognize and be accountable of your deep unconscious patterns of posture and 
emotional reactivity.

• Reform your unique alignment imbalances: Build uplifted glutes, tapered, curvy waistline, 
long and strong abdominals, balanced neck, and open throat, health and happiness in 
body, mind, and heart.

• Get the tools to maintain your health throughout all the years of your life!

Desi Springer began to explore her own way of doing asanas after years of 
practicing Bikram and Anusara Yoga. She started creating The Roots Practice 
in 2008 as a pathfinder for Sridaiva in 2013. Relying on the natural shape of her 
body Desi developed Sridaiva as a brand new method of yogic body work. Desi is 
renown for her disciplined, high integrity, character along with being very innovative 
and authentic. Desi plays the edge in her practice, constantly exploring the frontiers 
of body-mind performance using her avant-garde alignment ideas. 

John Friend has been a student of metaphysics, mysticism, and yoga for over 
40 years. John has taught over 700 yoga events in 26 countries over the past 20 
years. He founded Anusara yoga in 1997, and co-founded Sridaiva in 2013 with 
Desi Springer. John is regarded as one of the most influential yoga teachers of the 
beginning of the 21st century. He constantly explores the function of the energetic 
potential of the human body and helped many people to recognize their inner 
strength by doing Yoga.

Friday 6 – 8 pm 
Saturday/Sunday 10 – 12 am + 2 – 4 pm

battleROYAL, Waldemarstraße 33 – 37a, 10999 Berlin 

Full Workshop: 240 €, Single Class: 60 € 
Highly recommended to join all classes, built upon each other, from the basics to the flow.

bowspringberlin.com, bowspringberlin@gmail.com // REGISTER NOW!


